Chancellor’s & EVCP’s Direct Reports
University of California, Berkeley

Deans and Academic Leadership of Schools, Colleges, and Divisions:
- Chemistry – Doug Clark
- Data Science – David Culler (interim)
- Education – Prudence Carter
- Engineering – Tsu-Jae King Liu
- Environmental Design
  – Renee Chow (acting)
- Haas School of Business
  – Ann Harrison
- Information – John Chuang
- Journalism – Ed Wasserman
- Law – Erwin Chemerinsky
- Letters & Science – Janet Broughton
  * Arts & Humanities
    – Anthony Cascardi
  * Biological Sciences
    – Michael Botchan
  * Mathematical & Physical Sciences
    – Frances Hellman
- Social Sciences
  – Kim Voss (acting)
- Undergraduate Studies
  – Bob Jacobsen
- Natural Resources – David Ackerly
- Optometry – John Flanagan
- Public Health
  – Michael Lu
- Goldman School of Public Policy
  – Henry Brady
- Social Welfare – Jeff Edleson
- UNEX/NAV-B – Diana Wu

University Librarian & Chief Digital Scholarship Officer
Jeff Mackie-Mason

* Additional direct reporting line to the Chancellor
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